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FROM THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

INFLAMMATORY “HAT SPEECH” CAUSE OF GCC  
BATHROOM GRAFFITI REMOVAL

 As part of  our retraction policy, we at The 
Pamphlette have taken it upon ourselves to apologize for 
an embarrassing mistake in last week’s issue of  The Quest. 
They cited “hate speech” as the reason for the repainting 
of  the GCC basement bathroom. As it turns out, this was 
a typo; the offending graffiti was not “hate speech,” but 
“hat” speech--speech regarding hats.
 According to one Reed trustee, hat speech is 
“...unfair to parasols, bonnets, and helmets, and should 
not be tolerated at Reed College.”
    “Hats,” said the unnamed and bare-headed trustee, “Do 
you know who wore hats?” He sat back in his leathery 
armchair and proceeded to answer his own question. 
    “The Nazis. Hitler loved hats! In fact, hats are the 
preferred headwear of  dictatorial lunatics the world over. 
Pol Pot, Stalin, Gaddafi, Bin Laden [...], they all wore a hat 
at some point, and I think, for the sake of  its image, Reed 
should try to distance itself  from those kind of  folks.”
 President John Kroger also chimed in, releas-
ing the following statement in the wake of  the bathroom repaint-
ings:

“Messages of  hat will not be tolerated, and as Reed’s new 
President, the removal of  all hat-speech from Reed’s bath-
room walls is at the top of  my to-do list. In pursuit of  this 
goal, I have authorized the formation of  a new group, sTop-
Hat-Speech, whose name will eventually be an acronym for 
something inspiring relating to hat-speech removal.”
 In the interest of  journalistic integrity, we at the Pam-
phlette have published below excerpts of  some of  this recently 
removed obscene graffiti; however, we can only print it 
knowing that we warned you first-- this stuff  is pretty nasty:

() Visors are douchey!!
() ~Fez is best~
() Every baby should be a beanie, baby!
() ”I’m not a hat-ist but I think some of  these lidders need to 
   fold their damn bills and take off  their sticker. If  you’re 
   baseball hat you need to act like it. I’m gonna write a 
       letter to Lou Dobbs... ”

    () I would never let my daughter marry a bandanaCharlie Chaplin gave hat-speeches in his silent movie,  
The Dictator


